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currency fluctuations

Trip Highlights
Madeira - Lisbon

Detailed Itinerary

Arrival to the island. Private transfer to your hotel. Accommodation in hotel The Cliff Bay5*

Day 1. - MadeiraDay 01

Buffet breakfast and enjoy a private excursion to Monte District, botanical gardens & ride on trolleys. Climb to the top of the

Monte district located 1800 feet above sea level. At the top of the hill stands the church of Nostra Senhora do Monte and

Day 2. - MadeiraDay 02
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meet the famous carreiros with straw hats. Ride of about 10 minutes to enjoy wonderful views of the bay. We will visit to the

Botanical Garden with 2000 species of exotic plants. From its viewpoint, you will have one of the best views of Funchal.

Accommodation in hotel The Cliff Bay5*

Buffet breakfast and enjoy a private excursion to enjoy Valley of the Nuns.

The Valley of the Nuns (Curral da Freiras) is a village built on the crater of an extinct volcano, and once a place where nuns

would hide when pirates attacked the city of Funchal. It is might be one of the coolest places you can visit in all of Portugal.

During this tour, you will stop by the fishing village, Câmara de Lobos, and try a traditional Madeira drink. Rest of the day

free to enjoy the beach and hotel. Accommodation in hotel The Cliff Bay5*

Day 3. - MadeiraDay 03

Buffet breakfast. Private transfer to the airport & Flight from Madeira to Lisbon. Welcome to Lisbon, Portugal's capital is a

city that has been influenced by many different far-off cultures over time, there is still a village feel in each historic

neighborhood. Private transfer to your hotel. Accommodation in hotel Heritage Lisboa Plaza 4*

Day 4. - Madeira - LisbonDay 04

Buffet breakfast. and enjoy a regular tour of Lisbon. You will have a complete vision of Lisbon and we will travel along

Lisbon highligths. Discover, among others, the Jeronimos' Monastery, the Belém Tower, the

Monument to the Discoveries, the Coach Museum, Rossio, Alfamama and Barrio Alto, one of Lisbon's oldest and most

traditional quarters, where Fado echoes around every corner. Rest of day to enjoy the city. Accommodation in hotel Heritage

Lisboa Plaza 4*

Day 5. - LisbonDay 05

Day 6. - LisbonDay 06
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Buffet breakfast and day to enjoy the city. Accommodation in hotel Heritage Lisboa Plaza 4*

Buffet breakfast and private transfer out to airport.

Day 7. - Lisbon departureDay 07

Inclusions
· 3 nights’ accommodation in Madeira, Hotel The Cliff Bay5*.Bed and Breakfast Basis

· 3 nights’ accommodation in Lisbon, Hotel Heritage Lisboa Plaza 4* Bed and Breakfast Basis

· All arrival and departure private transfers

· Madeira private tour to Monte District and the botanical gardens. Included car & local guide

· Madeira private tour to Valley of the Nuns & traditional Madeira drink. Included car & local guide

· Regular city tour in Lisbon ( sharing tour )

· Domestic flight Madeira - Lisbon in tourist class

Exclusions
. International/Domestic Air Fare

. Visas

. City tax, direct payment to the hotel, Tips, porterage or anything not included on inclusion list.

· Prices not valid if there is a congress or important event in the city.

. Items of personal nature such as, but not limited to, passport fees

. Gratuities to your tour guide or bus driver

. Optional tours

. Airport tax

. Laundry

. Telephone calls

. Any other items not specifically listed as included in the itineraries

Note
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Accommodation in hotel The Cliff Bay in Madeira 5*

Accommodation in hotel Heritage Lisboa Plaza 4*

“ All prices are indicative and starting from prices. Final price will be available based on availability and dates of travel”.

Rates are based on minimum 02 paying pax, Solo Traveler rates available on request.

Program Touring / Guide
Private touring

Departure Period

01 Oct, 2024 to 31 Oct, 2024
5 Star

AUD 4,098 P P twin share

AUD 5,864 P P single

ON REQUEST
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